Kids Search is part of the EBSCO family of databases and is designed for kindergarten through grade school. The graphic interface allows for several search options. The basic Search:

A search will be run on the entire database. You will be given a results list.

Like other EBSCO databases, individuals may set up personal folders to access information saved during previous searches. Click “sign in” at the top of the screen. Information in folders can be reviewed at a later time, emailed, saved or printed.
Another option is search by topic:

Click on a topic of interest. Each topic is represented by a graphic.

You may choose to search within a topic. Type search terms into the “Find” field and place a check mark next to any of the listed subtopics.

Other Choices:

- The American Heritage Children’s Dictionary
- Funk and Wagnalls New World Encyclopedia
- Image Collection and Video Encyclopedia of the 20th Century

Most popular recent searches and frequently changing Spotlight topic:

**Spotlight Topic**

National Physical Fitness & Sports Month

This month is National Physical Fitness and Sports month. It is a time for people to learn more about the importance of physical exercise. Exercise gives a person greater strength and energy. It helps to prevent injury and sickness. Playing sports is an easy and fun way for people to exercise. [Read More]